The Department of Molecular Microbiology integrates research aimed at gaining knowledge on key aspects of microbial biology with environmental, clinical or biotechnological relevance. Work, organised in twelve distinct lines, exploits several complementary aspects of microbial biology, with approaches that include molecular genetics, genomics, proteomics and metagenomics. The subjects studied include:

- Environmental microbiology. We aim to understand how microorganisms degrade organic compounds that generate environmental problems, as well as why a microorganism that can efficiently degrade a compound of interest under laboratory conditions does usually not perform so well under natural conditions.

- Microbial responses to hostile environments. The focus is to understand bacterial responses to stressful environments, including the reaction to host defence responses and to agents causing DNA damage. We study how opportunistic pathogens adapt to survive within a host, eliciting defence responses against the immune system, and how bacteria and fungi replicate DNA and repair DNA damages to improve genome stability.

- Microbial pathogens. Efforts are directed to understand how microbial pathogens infect or invade a eukaryotic host, with particular emphasis on the host-pathogen interactions occurring in infections caused by intracellular bacterial pathogens and phytopathogenic fungi. This will facilitate finding new targets to combat microbial diseases relevant in human health and agriculture.

- Microbial resistance to antibiotics and search for new antimicrobials. We aim to understand mechanisms of bacterial resistance to antibiotics and to analyse the complex responses elicited upon exposure of microbes to sublethal concentrations of antibiotics. In addition, we search for new antimicrobials and new potential targets in essential functions to fight against pathogens.

- Microbial engineering. The purpose is to generate bacterial strains optimised to obtain products of interest (recombinant antibodies, hydrolytic enzymes or antimicrobial compounds), or to detect and degrade pollutants. Efforts are also made towards understanding the mechanisms used by bacteria to export and secrete proteins.

These topics are highly interconnected. While most established pathogens normally cope with stressful conditions by developing efficient adaptive responses, the opportunistic pathogens are metabolically very versatile, what makes them efficient biodegraders of organic chemicals. Fighting against pathogenic microorganisms requires a deep understanding of their behaviour during infection and of how resistance develops as pathogens are challenged by antibiotics.
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Genetic Stability

Our aim is to characterise the involvement of DNA repair and segregation in the stability of the genetic material in Firmicutes using two model systems.

Bacillus subtilis is used to study repair-by-recombination, and plasmid pSM19035 to study segregational stability. In the first model, we showed that i) during double-strand break repair, RecN in concert with polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase) promotes the dynamic recruitment of DNA ends. PNPase distributively removes few nucleotides from the 3’-end, ii) AddAB or RecJ, in concert with a RecO-like helicase (RecQ or RecS), creates 3’-ssDNA tails at the break, and RecN recruits recombination proteins to form a repair centre, iii) various mediators (e.g., RecO, RecU) modulate the activity of the recombinases RecA, iv) the RecO mediator mediates second end capture (Fig. 1), and v) the branch migration helicases (RecG and RuvAB), and the resolvase (RecU) process recombination intermediates.

In the second model system, we showed that i) the role of pSM19035 global regulator \( \omega \) protein (a dimer in solution, \( \omega_2 \)) is to control the fine-tuning of plasmid copy-number, plasmid segregation, and \( \delta \) and \( \zeta \) expression. In addition, ii) the partitioning protein \( \omega_2 \) binds to a centromere-like region, forming a lefthanded protein matrix surrounding the straight parS DNA (partition complex, PC), and protein \( \delta \) (a dimer in solution, \( \delta_2 \)) hydrolyses ATP preferentially in the presence of \( \omega_2 \) bound to parS (segrosome complex, SC) or non-parS DNA (dynamic complex, DC) and binds DNA after interacting with \( \omega_2 \), promoting plasmid pairing (bridging complex, BC) at parS DNA or pseudo bridging complex (‘BC’) at non-parS DNA. Finally, iii) the \( \delta_2 \) disassembly from DNA is dependent on the stoichiometry of the \( \omega_2\delta_2 \) complex.

The different stages are summarized in Fig. 2.

![Image](enlace-a-la-imagen-1)

**Fig. 1.** RecO mediates strand annealing of SsbA-coated ssDNA. ssDNA was preincubated with SsbA (1 SsbA/50-nt, step 1), RecO (1 RecO/20-nt, step 2) was added and the reaction incubated for a variable time (steps 3 to 5). In steps 3 and 4, a partial RecO-mediated unzipping of SsbA leads to RecO-promoted homology search and strand annealing. In steps 5 and 5’, RecO-mediated strand annealing leads to the naked dsDNA product.

**Fig. 2.** Dynamic assembly of different types of protein-DNA complexes. Protein \( \omega_2 \) bound to parS DNA led to the formation of a partition complex (PC, 1); \( \omega_2 \) bound to PC led to segrosome complex (SC, 2); 3’-end, ii) AddAB or RecJ, in concert with a RecQ-like helicase (RecQ or RecS), creates 3’-ssDNA tails at the break, and RecN recruits recombination proteins to form a repair centre, iii) various mediators (e.g., RecO, RecU) modulate the activity of the recombinases RecA, iv) the RecO mediator mediates second end capture (Fig. 1), and v) the branch migration helicases (RecG and RuvAB), and the resolvase (RecU) process recombination intermediates.

In the second model system, we showed that i) the role of pSM19035 global regulator \( \omega \) protein (a dimer in solution, \( \omega_2 \)) is to control the fine-tuning of plasmid copy-number, plasmid segregation, and \( \delta \) and \( \zeta \) expression. In addition, ii) the partitioning protein \( \omega_2 \) binds to a centromere-like region, forming a lefthanded protein matrix surrounding the straight parS DNA (partition complex, PC), and protein \( \delta \) (a dimer in solution, \( \delta_2 \)) hydrolyses ATP preferentially in the presence of \( \omega_2 \) bound to parS (segrosome complex, SC) or non-parS DNA (dynamic complex, DC) and binds DNA after interacting with \( \omega_2 \), promoting plasmid pairing (bridging complex, BC) at parS DNA or pseudo bridging complex (‘BC’) at non-parS DNA. Finally, iii) the \( \delta_2 \) disassembly from DNA is dependent on the stoichiometry of the \( \omega_2\delta_2 \) complex.

The different stages are summarized in Fig. 2.

**SELECTED PUBLICATIONS**


Recombination-Dependent DNA Replication

A central problem in biology is the faithful transmission of hereditary information from mother to daughter cells.

This process not only involves precise replication of chromosomal DNA, but also correct partitioning of the newly synthesized sister chromosomes. It has become clear over the last decade that the progression of replication forks in living cells and their viruses is disrupted with high frequency, by encountering various obstacles either on or in the DNA template. Survival of the organism then becomes dependent both on removal of the obstacle and on restart of DNA replication. Homologous recombination is a process that takes place in all living cells to generate diversity, DNA repair, and for correct segregation of the chromosomes. It is also necessary to properly reassemble the arrested replication fork (Fig. 1). The study of homologous recombination mechanisms has revealed the complexity of the recombination process, due to the large number of proteins involved. Simple model systems such as bacteria and their viruses (bacteriophages) are therefore good candidates for deciphering these complex mechanisms.

We are analyzing how a replication fork is reassembled, and how replication can restart by a recombination-dependent mechanism, using Bacillus subtilis and its bacteriophage SPP1. In these two models, the outcome of the recombination-dependent replication is different, as in the bacteria the product is replication restart by a theta mechanism, whereas in SPP1 replication restart leads to concatemeric DNA synthesis which is the substrate for viral DNA packaging. The latter type of replication is also found in herpes simplex virus, baculovirus, mitochondrial DNA, chloroplast DNA, telomeric circles, and certain pathogenicity islands, and takes place by a poorly characterized mechanism.

In the B. subtilis work, we focus mainly on the RecU Holliday junction (HJ) resolvase and the RecU modulators RuvA and RuvB (Fig. 2). This enzyme has three activities: (i) it cleaves HJ, (ii) anneals complementary strands and (iii) modulates RecA activities. It interacts with the RecA recombinase and with the RuvB branch migration helicase.

We have mapped the region essential for this interaction (1), and observed that RecU is recruited to the competence machinery, probably for modulating RecA activities at the competence pole (2).
The major interest of the group is to understand the bacterial responses to stress.

We specifically study hypermutation and hyperrecombination as bacterial “strategies” to speed adaptation to environmental stresses. One of the models used here is antibiotic stress and the development of antibiotic resistance. Our work focuses on both stable and inducible hypermutation/hyperrecombination in E. coli, P. aeruginosa and M. smegmatis/tuberculosis.

We are currently studying:

1. Compensation of stable hypermutation. Once adapted, hypermutable bacteria must decrease (compensate) the high mutation rate to avoid accumulation of deleterious mutations. Our study aims to unveil the molecular mechanisms involved in such compensation.

2. Regulation of stress responses and inducible hypermutation
   • Environmental regulation of mutagenesis
   • Transcriptional regulation of specialized DNA polymerases (belonging to the SOS regulon)
   • Effect of antibiotics on mutation and recombination. Antibiotics as promoters of antibiotic resistance.

3. Hypermutation in bacteria lacking mismatch repair system (MMR) such as Mycobacterium and Streptomyces. This will allow the use of hypermutant/hyperrecombinant bacteria of industrial interest as biotechnological tools to produce modified biosynthetic pathways.


Cell Cycle, DNA Replication and Genome Stability in Eukaryotes

We study the regulation of eukaryotic DNA replication.

D effects in the replicative machinery often result in DNA damage and/or genome instability. Our approach is to characterize the molecular abnormalities arising in DNA replication caused by mutations in replication regulators naturally associated to tumourigenesis, to unveil new regulatory pathways and to understand how disease is produced.

Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) complexes regulate the initiation of DNA replication, activating fork firing at origins of DNA replication at the G1/S transition, and inhibiting origin licensing to ensure a complete, unique replication per cell cycle. Absence of CDK in G1 is essential for optimal origin licensing. CDK deregulation in G1 causes genome instability and is oncogenic. Recent work by others in yeast and human cells show that CDK upregulation in G1 induces an abnormal, lengthened S phase, with increased DNA damage including double strand breaks. One obvious consequence of increased CDK activity in G1 is reduced origin licensing and firing, as described for a few origins in yeast. What is molecularly different from normal in S phase, how and where damage is produced, and how it induces genome instability, is poorly understood. We approach these questions in Sacccharomyces cerevisiae yeast cells, which have proved useful in cell cycle and DNA replication studies.

CDK/cyclin B complexes are maintained inactive in G1, mainly by cyclin degradation of mitotic cyclins by ubiquitination dependent on Cdh1-APC/C (anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome) and CDK/cyclin inhibition by Sic1 (orthologue to p27 in animal cells) (1, numbers indicate the detail in Fig. 1a), so origin licensing is allowed (2). At start, G1 cyclins are synthesised to activate G1-CDK, which in turn activates S-CDK (3), and inhibits licensing (4). Sic1 inhibits S-CDK (5) activity, necessary for fork firing at G1/S (6), until Sic1 degradation is promoted by G1-CDK (7). Our results with cells lacking Sic1 and/or Cdh1 show, first, that most replication origins studied maintain normal efficiency (resistant origins), and only some (30%) lose efficiency (sensitive origins) to a different extent (Fig. 2, ARS507 and ARS508). Second, origin sensitivity is independent of normal origin firing timing during S phase, origin activity, or origin location on chromosomes, as observed in contiguous origins. Third, cells do not compensate the reduction in forks by firing of silent origins (Fig. 2). Fourth, the rate of gross chromosomal rearrangement (GCR) increases close to the sensitive origin ARS507 (Fig. 2). All these results suggest that when CDK is deregulated, chromosome regions proximal to sensitive origins are more prone to genome instability. Whether GCR occur by attempts to segregate partially unreplicated chromosomes or by fork progression impediments is unknown. Results are summarized in Fig. 1c, in comparison with a normal cell (Fig. 1b).

Replication dynamics and chromosomal stability at the left arm of chromosome V in S. cerevisiae cells. a) left arm of chromosome V including coordinate (x-axis) and location of replication (y-axis) (ARS503, 504, 507, 508) origins. b) Origin activity by two dimensional agarose electrophoresis of DNA to measure origin efficiency, where the intensity of the external arc indicates when the origin is active, and the internal arc indicates when the origin is inactive; comparison of both arcs determines origin efficiency. A white arrowhead indicates when the origin loses efficiency (the Internal arc gains signal, and the external arc loses signal) for each of the strains on the left. c) Estimation of the Gross Chromosomal Rearrangements rate for the indicated strains. {Chen and Kolodner, 99, Nature Genet. 23, 217-225}.

CDK regulation in G1 is important for efficient fork firing at a subset of sensitive origins to prevent chromosome rearrangements in its proximity at CDK regulation form M exit to S phase in S. cerevisiae cells, for origin activity. Numbers are explained in the text. a) and c), models summarizing results from figure 2, b) in normal cells, early (a) and late (b) firing origins; and silent origins (c) are licensed in G1. In S phase, early origins initiate two divergent forks mimicking (d) or pausing (e) depending on chromatin features. Late origins fire later in S phase (f). b) Fork collapse occurs (g), silent origins the fg (h) to avoid unreplicated sequences after S phase ends. Replication origin marker b) and c) in CDK deregulated cells, licensing in G1 is incomplete at sensitive origin (i, probably due to short G1 length either by inefficient M-CDK inhibition or premature S-CDK activation. Unfired origins (j) change the replication dynamics as that particular region that is now replicated by forks fired at resistant proximal origins (k). Silent origins do not fire to compensate unfired origins. Chromosomal rearrangements increase in the area normally replicated by a CDK deregulated sensitive free-origin, possibly as a consequence of DNA breaks (m) or orgs left unreplicated in S phase (n). Open circles, unlicensed origin ends. Closed circles, licensed origins.
Protein Secretion and Antibody Expression

Our group conducts both basic and biotechnology-oriented research aimed to understand and exploit protein secretion in E. coli and other Gram-negative bacteria (proteobacteria).

Our basic research focuses on the molecular mechanisms that bacterial pathogens employ for the secretion of proteins (e.g., cytotoxins, proteases, adhesins) and for the assembly of cell surface organelles (e.g., fimbriae) that participate in bacterial virulence. We focus especially on those proteins and surface organelles secreted and assembled by pathogenic E. coli strains like enteropathogenic (EPEC), enterohemorrhagic (EHEC), and enteropathogenic (EPEC) E. coli strains. The biotechnological projects exploit these protein secretion systems for the development of novel expression and selection technologies for recombinant antibodies in non-pathogenic commensal and laboratory E. coli strains. Among the recombinant antibody formats available (e.g., single-chain Fv, Fab, Fc-fusions, etc.), we focus on single-domain antibodies (sdAbs) or nanobodies, the smallest antibody fragment known-to-date (~15 kDa) with full antigen-binding capacity. Nanobodies are based on a single V\(\gamma\) domain obtained by recombinant DNA technology from heavy-chain-only antibodies from camelids (e.g. dromedaries, llamas). Despite the lack of a paired V\(\delta\) domain, nanobodies show high-affinity and specificity for their cognate antigens. In addition they are highly similar to human V\(\gamma\)3 sequences, making them excellent candidates for multiple applications, including human therapy.

Some of our current projects are:

The secretion mechanism of the bacterial type V secretion system (T5SS) and its application for the bacterial display of single-domain antibodies. The T5SS include proteins with “self-translocation” capacity across the outer membrane like the Intimin-Invasin family and the so-called autotransporters (ATs), which are the major family of proteins secreted by Gram-negative bacteria. ATs have distinct biological functions important during the pathogenesis of the producer microorganism (e.g., proteolysis of host proteins and antibodies, cytotoxicity of host cells, adhesion to host tissue, etc.). In addition to investigate the secretion mechanism of ATs, we are exploiting the translocator domains of T5SSs to display nanobodies on the surface of E. coli for selection of binders against specific antigens (bacterial display).

Assembly of type 1 fimbriae. Type 1 fimbriae are thin proteinaceous filaments assembled on the surface of E. coli cells by the ordered polymerization of a major protein subunit (FimA) and several minor protein subunits (FimF, FimG, FimH) assembled by the chaperone-usher pathway. Type 1 fimbriae and FimH adhesins are essential for effective colonization and invasion of the epithelial cells of the urinary bladder by UPEC strains. We found that the N-terminal lectin domain of FimH is recognized by the fimbrial usher FimD in order to initiate the assembly the adhesion and the polymerization of the fimbrial filament. The mechanism of activation of FimD by the N-lectin domain of FimH is currently under investigation.

Injection of nanobodies from E. coli into human cells. We are employing the type III protein secretion system (T3SS) from EPEC and EHEC strains, to directly deliver single-domain recombinant antibodies from E. coli cells into the cytosol of human cells. During infection T3SSs act as molecular syringes for the translocation of proteins from bacteria into eukaryotic cells. E. coli injection of nanobodies does not require bacterial invasion of the eukaryotic cell or the transfer of any genetic material.
Intracellular Bacterial Pathogens

Using Salmonella and Listeria as models, our group attempts to decipher the lifestyle of bacterial pathogens inside eukaryotic cells and the host responses to these intracellular infections.

We have progressed in the characterization of small regulatory RNA expressed by non-growing intracellular Salmonella inside cultured fibroblasts.

Some of these sRNA were found to be upregulated in intracellular bacteria only at late post-infection times. This expression pattern suggests that a subset of sRNA might play a role in long-adaptation of intracellular bacteria to limited nutrient availability and stress. A novel sRNA was also identified in the virulence plasmid pSLT. This sRNA, named 0995, is expressed at high levels by non-growing intracellular bacteria. Current effort is focused in defining the targets of these sRNA and the underlying regulatory mechanisms. We also characterized, at the molecular level, the entry process of Salmonella into fibroblasts. We also found differences in the extent to which membrane ruffling is elicited and the strict requirement for the type III secretion system encoded in the Salmonella-pathogenicity island 1 (SPI-1).

Listeria monocytogenes surface proteins associated to the cell wall. In our effort to characterize the biological role of the L. monocytogenes surface protein family containing a C-terminal LPXTG motif, we continued the proteomic analysis of cell wall material isolated from bacteria growing in different conditions. We purified enough material from bacteria growing inside eukaryotic cells and identified the members of this large protein family that are synthesized by intracellular bacteria. In collaboration with other European laboratories, we also completed the series of isogenic mutants deficient in each of the 41 LPXTG proteins encoded in the genome of the L. monocytogenes strain EGD-e. Cell wall proteome studies in each of these mutants revealed that lack of certain LPXTG proteins impairs the activity of the sigma-B (SigB)-dependent-regions. These data connect cell wall integrity with the phosphorylation cascade that dictates the physiological state of the SigB protein. Current efforts are directed to dissecting the exact mechanisms connecting the function of this group of LPXTG proteins to the activity of the SigB region. In addition, we defined the features of the sorting motif recognized in the two proteins substrates of the alternative sortase of L. monocytogenes, SrBt.
Molecular Genetics of Streptomyces

Our group is currently focused on characterization of bioactive compounds with antimicrobial activities.

Materials from two different sources were analyzed: antifungal compounds of biosynthetic origin (polyene macrolides) and inorganic material with a broad antimicrobial spectrum (nano-structured mineral composites).

In recent last decades, systemic fungal infections are becoming a serious and increasing threat to human health. Unlike the antibacterials, the available arsenal of antifungal drugs is very limited and thus, new chemical structures with antimicrobial activities are urgently needed. The isolation of biosynthetic genes leading to bioactive metabolite production has proved to be a valuable tool for designing new chemical structures by genetic/metabolic engineering of microbial strains producers of complex bioactive metabolites. The polyene macrolides have been considered from these old bioactive compounds: chemical synthesis to produce semisynthetic derivatives, new formulations for safely delivering drugs during systemic infection, and genetic manipulation of biosynthetic genes to generate new derivatives from previous bioactive drugs. By targeting genes of the rimocidin biosynthetic pathway and the tailoring activity of a carboxamide synthase from S. diastaticus var. 108, ten new polyene derivatives were isolated from these recombinant strains.

In addition to organic compounds of biosynthetic origin, several inorganic materials were analyzed as antimicrobial agents. Microbial contamination is not only a serious threat that compromises human and animal health; several industrial processes are also affected by uncontrolled growth of microorganisms. In some environmental conditions, the use of biocides of biosynthetic origin can be unreliable for controlling undesirable microbial populations; the inorganic antimicrobials seemed to be, at least intuitively, more active and stable in those circumstances. In the last few years, several bioactive materials have been tested against a large range of microbial cultures, including nano-structured materials of defined composition. Most are very abundant in nature and possibly suitable for use in many socio-economic areas, particularly when efficiency as a biocide, chemical stability and environment protection are needed.
Molecular Mechanisms of Fungal Virulence

Our group hypothesised that cell cycle regulation would be likely to provide control points for infection development by fungal pathogens.

We consider that the cell cycle has to be adjusted in response to both environmental and developmental signals, and that the integration of both classes of signals by the cell machinery will result in an outcome that define fungal fate: in the case of pathogenic fungi, whether or not they enter the virulence program. Consequently, accurate control of the cell cycle and morphogenesis is predicted during these transitions.

To achieve the specific aims of this hypothesis, the scientific objectives have been framed in two major groups. The first group of objectives addresses how the cell cycle is modified during the pathogenic phase, whereas the second addresses the importance of morphogenetic pattern in the cell cycle responses to environmental signals transmitted by MAPK cascades.

Our research offers original opportunities to address the molecular basis of fungal virulence from a different point of view, which at the same time is complementary to previous approaches in the field more focussed on the study of signal transduction and transcriptional changes.
Opportunistic Pathogens

Infectious diseases remain among the major causes of human death in the world.

Several infections at hospitals are due to opportunistic pathogens, microorganisms that rarely infect healthy people, but are a frequent cause of infection in people with basal diseases, who are immunodepressed or debilitated.

Environmental bacteria, frequently antibiotic resistant, constitute a large percentage of those pathogens. Our work focuses on understanding the mechanisms of virulence and resistance, as well as their possible crossovers, of these pathogens.

Within this scope, in the last two years, we have been defining those genes whose mutation changes the phenotype of antibiotic susceptibility of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. As a result, we have selected nearly three hundred genes for future analysis and are currently studying whether those mutations that challenge intrinsic resistance also alter the virulence of P. aeruginosa. We found that mutations in several genes encoding proteins from different categories that include multidrug efflux pumps, two component systems, metabolic enzymes or global regulators, simultaneously alter the antibiotic susceptibility and the virulence of P. aeruginosa. One of these is Crc, a global regulator involved in Pseudomonas carbon metabolism. We found that a crc-defective mutant is more susceptible to several antibiotics and expresses several virulence determinants at lower levels than the wild-type strain. These results indicate that the resistance to antibiotics and the virulence of P. aeruginosa are intrinsically linked to bacterial metabolism.

Another opportunistic pathogen we are working with is Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, which is characterized by its intrinsic low susceptibility to several antibiotics. Part of this low susceptibility relies on the expression of chromosomally-encoded multidrug efflux pumps. Expression of smeDEF is downregulated by the SmeT repressor, encoded upstream of smeT in its complementary DNA strand. We determined the crystal structure of SmeT and analysed its interactions with its cognate operator. SmeT behaves as a dimer and presents some common structural features with other TetR regulators. At difference from other TetR proteins for which the structure is available, SmeT turned out to have two extensions at the N and C termini that might be relevant to its function. In vitro studies showed that SmeT binds to a 28 bp pseudopalindromic region, forming two complexes. This operator region overlaps the promoters of smeT and smeDEF, it is a finding consistent with a role for SmeT in simultaneously downregulating smeT and smeDEF transcription.

Effect of Crc on the multicellular behaviour of P. aeruginosa. In all panels, PAO12A is the wild-type strain, PAO8020 is the crc mutant and PAO12A corresponds to PAO8020 containing a plasmid encoding Crc. A) All strains show swimming, attachment to the air-liquid interface and forms large bacterial aggregates (see bottom of tube containing the crc mutant). Phenotypes are restored after complementation in PAO12A. B) Cells were grown in LB medium, stained with Congo Red and centrifuged. Congo Red is retained only by the crc mutant PAO8020 pellet, indicating EPS production by this strain. C) Cells attached to the walls of culture tubes were stained with Congo Red to study the presence of exopolysaccharides in the multicellular structure. D, E) Effect of Crc on P. aeruginosa motility. Lack of crc impairs both swimming (LS and swarming) mobility of P. aeruginosa. Swimming was fully restored after expression of plasmid-encoded Crc (shown in PAO12A), whereas for swarming, complementation with Crc restored the mobility of the type of movement (although colony size was not fully restored). F, P. aeruginosa aggregation was visualised by confocal microscopy. Lack of crc induced strong bacterial clumping. The phenotype was fully restored after expression of plasmid-encoded Crc (from Linares et al. 2010. Environ Microbiol 12: 3196-3212).
Heterologous Gene Expression and Secretion in Gram-positive Bacteria of Industrial Application

The group has traditionally focused its research on the physiological and molecular characterisation of the main protein secretion mechanism (Sec system) of the soil Gram-positive bacteria of the *Streptomyces* genus, namely *S. lividans* and *S. coelicolor*.

These are widely used in industry as efficient producers of extracellular hydrolytic enzymes and other compounds of industrial interest. Deficiency in the translocase complex (SecG mutant strain) or the major type I signal peptidase (GlpY mutant strain) function in *S. lividans* results in a group of genes seemingly regulated in the same way when the translocation process of extracellular proteins is restricted, or when extracellular protein processing is compromised, including the absence of secretory protein production in both cases and a sporulation deficient bald phenotype. Transcriptional profiling and proteomic analyses of both *S. lividans* and *S. coelicolor* revealed a set of equally regulated *bld*-related genes. A bald phenotype is acquired in both mutant strains by downregulation of *bld* chain genes. Although a common regulator has not yet been identified, most of the commonly regulated genes can be linked directly or indirectly to the *bld* cascade, strongly suggesting its involvement in the cell response to the secretory defect of both mutant strains.

A *S. coelicolor* two-gene operon encodes a two-component system: a histidine-kinase sensor and a response regulator protein. Propagation of the regulatory gene in high copy number results in overproduction of several extracellular proteins, as well as eliciting a partial stringent response and an altered pattern of antibiotic synthesis in the bacterial cell, as determined by proteomic and transcriptomic analyses. This two-component system is currently under study in *S. coelicolor*, as it seems to influence various processes characterised by the transition from primary to secondary metabolism.

The laboratory has started a new research line focused on molecular monitoring of the rhizobacterial communities of transgenic plants. Rhizobacterial communities of transgenic maize engineered to express the *Bacillus thuringiensis* Cry toxin (Bt maize) have been monitored for a number of years in three agricultural soils, using commercially available DNA microarrays containing genome-wide spotted oligonucleotides that encompass the soil bacteria *B. subtilis* and *S. coelicolor*. The results showed that genome-wide DNA arrays could be a useful tool for molecular monitoring of rhizobacterial communities to assess potential environmental risk associated with cultivation of transgenic plants.

We compared the effect of glyphosate (RoundupPlus), a post-emergency applied herbicide, and HarnessGTZ, a pre-emergency applied herbicide, on the rhizobacterial communities of genetically modified NK603 glyphosate-tolerant maize. The potential effect was monitored by direct amplification, cloning and sequencing of soil DNA encoding 16S rRNA, rhizobacterial DNA hybridisation to commercially available DNA microarrays from the soil bacterium *S. coelicolor*, and high throughput DNA pyrosequencing of the bacterial DNA coding for the 16S rRNA hypervariable V6 region. The results strongly suggest that both herbicides do affect the maize rhizobacterial communities, with glyphosate being, to a great extent, the environmentally less aggressive.
Regulation of the Metabolism of Hydrocarbons in Bacteria

To be competitive in the environments they colonize, bacteria should optimize metabolism by attaining maximum gain from available nutrients at a minimum energetic cost.

Not all potential carbon sources are equally effective in this respect. Probably for this reason, when confronted by a mixture of potentially assimilable compounds at sufficient concentrations, many bacteria preferentially use one of them, the non-preferred compounds being ignored until the preferred one is consumed. This selection implies a complex regulatory process generally known as catabolite repression control. Unraveling the molecular mechanisms underlying these regulatory events helps to understand how bacteria coordinate their metabolism and their gene expression programs. In addition, it has implications in the design and optimization of biotechnological processes and is important for learning how bacteria degrade compounds in nature. This is particularly true in the case of compounds that are difficult to degrade and that tend to accumulate in the environment, creating pollution problems. Hydrocarbons, which frequently pose important pollution problems, are a particularly relevant example of non-preferred compounds for most bacteria. The influence of catabolite repression goes beyond the optimization of metabolism, since it also affects virulence and antibiotic resistance in pathogenic bacteria.

Our aim is to characterize the global regulation networks responsible for catabolite repression, identifying their components, the signals to which they respond, and the molecular mechanisms by which they regulate gene expression. The regulatory proteins involved in these networks are different in distinct microorganisms. We use Pseudomonas putida as an experimental model because it is metabolically very versatile; it colonizes very diverse habitats, and is widely used in biotechnology. We are currently focusing on two catabolite repression networks. One relies on the Crc protein.

The Crc-protein binds to an unpaired A-rich sequence at the 5' end mRNA that inhibits translation initiation. Many Crc targets are found at genes involved in the uptake and assimilation of diverse compounds, but targets can be found as well in genes implicated in other cellular processes. The other regulatory network under study receives signals from the Cyo terminal oxidase, a component of the electron transport chain, thereby coordinating respiration with metabolic needs. Finally, we are analyzing the influence of growth temperature on catabolite repression. This can be relevant for several biotechnological applications. We found that, at low temperatures, repression is relieved at some genes, but not at others. The reasons for this are currently being investigated.
**Genetic Control of the Cell Cycle**

This group works to find inhibitable targets in essential bacterial functions, namely cell growth and division, with the purpose of designing assays to identify new antimicrobials.

We first study the proliferation of a Gram-negative bacteria, Escherichia coli, of which there are both commensal and pathogenic strains. We extend our research to study specific topics related to the proliferation of two pathogens, Streptococcus pneumoniae, the causative agent of serious infections, and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, a widespread pathogen that affects one third of the world population. We summarise two studies published in the last two years.

In the assembly of the E. coli divisome, we found that FtsN is required for the correct assembly and stability of the Escherichia coli proto-ring. The proto-ring is formed by three essential proteins, FtsZ, FtsA and ZipA. This structure is the first that assembles at midcell to initiate the division ring that, once completed, integrates into the divisome and effects cell division. FtsN, considered the last division protein to be recruited into the divisome, is required for proto-ring stability in the living cell. In its absence, the already-formed rings of FtsQ, FtsA, ZipA and even FtsZ disassemble. The ZipA in the proto-ring is the most sensitive to the decrease in FtsN levels (Rico et al., 2010. *Mol Microbiol* 76:760-771).

In collaboration with P. Gómez-Puertas (CEBMSO), we studied the need for potassium and neutral pH to attain the optimal GTPase activity and polymerisation of FtsZ, the prokaryotic orthologue of tubulin. We used molecular dynamics simulations of the Methanococcus jannaschii FtsZ dimer in the presence of GTP-magnesium and monovalent cations. The presence of potassium at the GTP binding site allows the presence of GTP-magnesium and monovalent cations. The GTPase activity and polymerisation of FtsZ, the prokaryotic orthologue of tubulin. *Mol Microbiol* 76:760-771.

**Molecular Dynamics modelling of FtsZ GTPase activity.**

Scheme of the position of selected atoms surrounding GTP in the FtsZ dimer interface after 5 ns simulation in presence of potassium.

A water molecule is located within the coordination sphere of potassium (purple) in a position compatible for hydrolysis of the GTP molecule (Mingorance et al., 2010. *Trends Microbiol* 18:348-356).

In its absence, the already-formed rings of FtsQ, FtsA, ZipA and even FtsZ disassemble. The ZipA in the proto-ring is the most sensitive to the decrease in FtsN levels (Rico et al., 2010. *Mol Microbiol* 76:760-771).

Kinetics of ring disappearance when bacteria are deprived of the FtsN protein. Each column shows the image for each kind of ring as indicated. The images in the two bottom rows show the restoration of FtsN in the cells. Proteins were developed by immunostaining with specific fluorescently-labelled antibodies (from Rico et al., 2010. *Mol Microbiol* 76:760-771).